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in the summer, we live in northern Michigan and right now I need tail lights. Kitinkbootl , Feb 7,
Wsidr1 , May 6, I opened up the trailer light adapter and there's no corrosion inside there what
so ever. Got under the truck and found a couple wiring harness connectors, disconnected and
reconnected those as well as tested them with a multi-meter and I seem to be getting some
current at each of them. But still no tail lights. ThunderOne , May 8, So I feel like an idiot Turns
out my issue was a blown taillight fuse. When I first started looking into it I had miss-read the
fuse box diagram and looked at the wrong fuse. Although on the bright side I learned a lot about
the wiring harness at the back of my truck! But I do want to thank frizzman and ThunderOne for
the help! EarNaj likes this. Show Ignored Content. Tacomas Backcountry Adventures: Northern
California. Lubegard Automatic Transmission Fluid Protectant, 10 oz. It is not created or sold by
the OE car company. Code 3RZFE. Energy Suspension 9. Username or email address: Do you
already have an account? No, create an account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your
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your stock halogen light bulbs. Our Toyota Tacoma LED tail lights come with light smoke lens
with either red and clear housing or jet black housing. The red clear housing gives your truck a
stock housing look and match with all exterior colors. On the other hand, the jet black housing
gives your truck gives you a more sporty look. We also apply a layer of coating to protect the
lens against yellowing and oxidation. We inspect every detail of the lights to make sure we are
satisfied and so are our customers. Read this article about different color housing of our
headlights. Read this article about How to wire the DRL harness. Tags: toyota tacoma , toyota
tacoma , toyota tacoma , toyota tacoma , toyota tacoma , toyota tacoma. Housing Our Toyota
Tacoma LED tail lights come with light smoke lens with either red and clear housing or jet black
housing. What is the difference between "black housing" and "jet black housing"? How to
connect the DRL harness? Where to connect the grey wire to? Add to cart. Quick view. Read
more. Select options. Lens Material. Polycarbonate PC. Housing Material. Polypropylene PP.
Lens Color. Smoke Lens. Housing Color. Light Feature. Standard blinking LED turn signal
function. Feature Color. Red Smoke. Light Source. Low Beam. High Beam. Any kind of failure in
this component requires your immediate attention as it can result in a ticket or even an
accident. So when you notice that your car's tail lights are not working as they should be, it's
time to do a serious inspection to see what are causing these problems. Here's a simple guide
on how to troubleshoot your tail light assembly. If you noticed that a single tail light in your
Toyota Tacoma's tail light assembly has stopped working, it could be caused by a burned out
bulb. Remove the bulbs and examine it for broken filaments. You can access the tail lights
behind the trim in your car's trunk. You might also have to remove the tail light lens cover to
access the bulb. If one of the bulbs' filaments appears to be broken, you will have to replace the
bulb immediately so you wouldn't have to drive with only one tail light working. If multiple lights
on your tail light assembly fail at once, this could be a sign of a blown fuse. Inspect the fuse by
looking at the thin metal strip inside it to check if it's damaged. You can refer to your car's
manual for the location of the fuse box if you can't find it. It also indicates the position of the tail
light fuse. Sometimes, this problem may also be caused by broken filaments inside the bulb.
Aside from that, overheating of the metal contacts at the bottom of the bulb may also be a
possible culprit behind the failure of multiple lights in your tail light assembly. If you have
checked both the bulb and the fuse and none of them seem to be damaged, then it's time to take
a look at your wiring system. Check your tail light assembly for damaged or loose wires. Make
sure that all connections are solid and watch out for signs of corrosion in the internal surfaces.
Tail lights serve as a visual warning to vehicles driving behind you that your truck is ahead.
These lights are critical for road safety at night and in poorly-lit areas. The tail light is an
assembly that consists of the brake light, indicators, and the actual tail light. The tail lights
typically switch on along with the headlights. Toyota Tacoma tail lights are categorized by its
light source: halogen and LED. Two primary signs of a failing tail light are flickering or dimming
of the light. Without a properly working tail light, rear-end collisions are more likely to occur due
to distance miscalculation. Toyota introduced the Tacoma as a replacement for the Hilux in the
midsize pickup truck segment. The current Tacoma borrows design cues from the 4Runner and
Tundra. It sold a total of , unitsâ€”overtaking the Ford Ranger around that time. The Toyota
Tacoma exhibits interesting design elements from its exterior, to the little details in the interior.
Among the components that give it character are the tail lights. These lights serve as a visual
warning to vehicles, specifically those driving behind you, that your truck is ahead. The tail light
also acts as a reference point for estimating the distance between your truck and the vehicle in
front of you. The tail lights usually switch on along with the headlights because the two are
wired to work together. The light emitted by the tail light gets brighter when you step on the
brake pedal, not because the bulb radiates stronger but because the brake light bulbs activate.
Tail lights can be categorized based on which light source it uses. Halogen is the cheapest
option in the market if you are planning on buying a replacement for your vehicle. This type of
light bulb uses halogen gas mixed with tungsten-halogen filaments. Its price makes it a popular
choice for people who want an affordable replacement part. A good alternative to halogen bulbs
is LED or light-emitting diode bulbs. LEDs last longer than halogen light sources. It also casts a
brighter and more concentrated light. There are three generations of the Toyota Tacoma, each
with its own distinct design. Items are sold individually, in sets, and in kits. There are tons of
color finishes to choose from including amber, clear, and smoked lenses. Tail light assembly
interiors also come in black and chrome. You may also purchase a tail light with or without
bulbs. You could also choose between buying a straight OE replacement or a performance
upgrade. To check, you can ask someone to stand outside your vehicle as you switch your
lights on or engage the brakes. Replacing a failing tail light is critical to road safety. Having only
one working tail light could also give other drivers the impression that a motorcycle is in front
of them instead of a truck. Lastly, having a pair of functioning tail lights prevents serious road

accidents resulting from from miscalculated overtaking maneuvers. They may look like simple
components but the tail lights are an indispensable part of your Toyota Tacoma. The entire tail
light assembly plays a huge part in ensuring your safety on the road. But just like any other car
part, your car's tail light assembly will also be in need of a repair or replacement sooner or later.
That's why it's important that you know how properly maintain your tail lights to avoid the
hassle of driving with faulty ones. Here are a few helpful tips in keeping your Toyota Tacoma tail
light assembly in perfect condition:. One way to keep your tail light assembly in good shape is
to keep checking for fractures and burns as these are the usual problems that tail lights suffer
from. If you noticed that the light filament is busted, then that means you'll have to get new
bulbs. Failure to replace fractured tail lights might cause water vapor to form inside and blow up
when it gets stuck in the bulbs. To avoid getting water vapor formation inside the tail light
assembly, try pushing your bulbs into the socket where a small rubber or foam gasket is
located. Pushing and twisting the bulbs into the housing will cause the gasket to compress and
seal the opening. This will prevent any form of water or dirt from entering your tail light
assembly. However, if the small gasket has been compressed too much and doesn't properly
seal the opening anymore, you can use petroleum jelly to seal it temporarily until you have a
new gasket to replace it with. Make it a habit to check the electrical connections in your tail light
assembly on a regular basis. This is a great way to keep track of its condition and easily detect
tail light defects and other problems. Doing this will also help your tail lights to emit better
quality of light. You may even replace the single-filament bulbs with high-powered ones if your
want to improve the intensity of your lights. They are the red running lights that let the drivers
behind you know of your presence. They are particularly important during the night where many
road accidents occur due to lack in illumination. The tail lights are prone to some issues such
as loose bulbs and wiring problems. To ensure safety, you need to keep a watchful eye for
these problems. Following are some signs that would help you determine damage in your tail
lights. The most common symptom of issues with your tail lights is when they do not emit light
at all. This is usually caused by a loose light bulb socket. Your tail lights work with the electric
system of your truck. This means that they should have continuous and consistent connections
from the battery to the bulbs. A loose bulb socket would disrupt the current flow, resulting in a
malfunction of the tail lights. Many Toyota Tacoma owners are frustrated with just one of their
tail lights working. This can be caused by a number of possible sources. It may be a blown bulb,
loose bulb socket, faulty wiring, or damaged relay. The best thing you can do once you
experience this issue is to start inspecting the bulb and go deeper into the relay. You should
determine the cause of the problem along the way. Your tail light assemblies are supposed to
be sealed well to prevent contamination of their internal parts. Moisture is a sign that the
assemblies already developed small cracks that allow moisture entry. These cracks can grow
bigger and cause more problems. In the occurrence of lens moisture, you should have it
immediately dried with hair dryer. You must also apply silicone gel on the assemblies to seal
them better. If your Toyota Tacoma tail lights and the dashboard signals for them do not turn
on, the tail light circuit may be damaged. The circuit of your tail lights controls both the
dashboard signals and the light assemblies. Your tail light circuit is located at the relay box
found right behind your battery under the hood. The tail lights of your Toyota Tacoma are
crucial safety features that serve as road communication devices by letting the driver behind
your truck know of your presence. A problem with the tail lights may cause serious road
accidents. Because of this, you should ensure that your Toyota Tacoma tail lights are working
well all the time. Following are some tips about taking good care of your tail lights. Your tail
lights function with the electrical system of your Toyota Tacoma. This means that a faulty wire
can cause your tail lights to malfunction. With this, you have to ensure electrical current is
running smoothly through the wires. This results in better light emission due to better electric
connections. More so, it helps you detect an issue with your tail lights while still at an early and
less serious stage. The bulbs of your Toyota Tacoma tail lights eventually blow up when they
reach the end of their service lives. Once this happens, water vapors accumulate inside the
glass portions of the bulbs. These vapors are flammable and may blow up if the damaged bulbs
remain in the tail light sockets. The connections between your tail light bulbs and their sockets
are very crucial to the electrical flow. With this, you need to be extra careful when installing or
removing the bulbs from their sockets, which can easily scratch and damage. Your hands and
fingers leave traces of oil or grease on the glass. These traces react with the halogen inside the
bulbs' glass materials once they are lit up. This results in reduced lifespan of your tail light
bulbs. With this, it is recommended to hold the metal parts of the bulbs or wear clean protective
gloves when doing a bulb replacement. Much like grille guards to your headlights, tail light
guards are protective shields for your tail lights. These are metal grilles installed above the tail
light assemblies. Aside from keeping your tail lights safe from damage in the event of a

collision, these guards add a more masculine look to your Toyota Tacoma's rear side. The tail
light assembly is usually held by two 10 mm hex bolts--one on top and one at the bottom of the
assembly. These bolts must be taken out to loosen the tail light fixture. There are also two
plastic clips that keep the assembly in place. By prying these clips open, the assembly can be
detached from the car's rear bumper. The wires might be still connected to the harness even
after removing the tail light set up. These wires must be handled with care so they won't break
or split. Once the fasteners were out, it would be easier to pull the bulbs and sockets out and be
replaced with new ones. The Department of Motor Vehicles strictly impose the rules for lighting
fixtures in cars. According to its regulations manual, all lights mounted at the back of the
vehicle should have the red color. Not all the time. A permit from the DMV must be secured first
before anyone can use strobe lights on the tail lights. However, the rule only implies when the
vehicle is running on public roads and places. If the vehicle is using strobe lights as decorative
lights for a car show and the likes, the vehicle and the event are tagged as private. The DMV's
rules won't apply in such occasion. If the tail lights keep on flickering or dying out, the wires
must be damaged or corroded. These electrical cables should always be connected to the
harness properly to ensure that the electric flow is not disrupted. Soldering the wire
connections can keep them intact. Another possible cause of the problem is a defective ground
around the socket. To fix this, make sure that the sockets and screws are clean. The bulbs
should also be tightly fitted to their sockets to make them work. We've Made a Site Update.
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